
 VSCC Table Top Rally edition 4: Virtually in Yorkshire 
 

Answers 
 
 

 
 
Section 1 

1. What ancient husbandry do you pass through?  Cultivation Terrace 
2. Which animal do you pass near?    Fox 

 
 
Section 2 

3. What colour hair should you have before you turn? Auburn 
4. How many times do you pass over Menethorpe Beck? 3 

 
 
Section 3 

5. How many arrows are there?     Eight 
6. How many times do you cross Moor Beck?   Two 

 
 
Section 4 

7. Which cycle route do you drive along?   166 
8. How many phone boxes do you pass?    Three 

 
 
 
A note from Sue Swales about the ‘STING IN THE TAIL’, which would generate lively discussion at 
the end of the rally: 
 
If you went the wrong way in Bossall, don’t worry you are amongst friends, including me! A few years ago we 
took part in a North Yorkshire Classic HRCR rally and we missed a TC. We were travelling in the opposite 
direction to this little challenge! I couldn’t understand how we could have missed it as I was convinced I had 
plotted it correctly, taking the shortest route travelling from the south and turning right. 
It was a section, like this one for the VSCC, that involved map symbols and it mentioned a church. The HRCR 
convention is that the symbol has to touch the road rather than just pass it unlike with VSCC rallies. Unless I’ve 
been mistaken all these years which could explain a great deal!! I naturally thought that as we passed the 
church then that was fine, not noticing that the cross of the church on the map was actually touching the road 
leading NNW not the other road. You will notice that all map symbols on this section all touch the road or go 
through it. Fair cop or would you argue that we should stick to the VSCC Convention?!!! 
 


